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The issue of constructing a nuclear power plant (NPP) in Belarus is far from being new.
The Republic was oriented to development of nuclear power industry by the Energy
Programme adopted in the former USSR. In 1983 the construction of the Minsk Nuclear Heat
& Power Plant (NHPP) with a projected output of 2 mln kW was initiated, planned was the
construction of the Belarussian NPP with an output of 6 ln KW. The Chernobyl accident
however shut down all on-going projects in nuclear power engineering.

After the collapse of the interconnected power system that united the republics of the
former USSR, Belarus found itself in the energy crisis. By the time of acquiring independence
the Republic had a powerful energy-consuming industry and a power-intensive agriculture not
supported, however, with an appropriate base. The portion of the fuel resources owned by
Belarus makes up only 15 per cent of an overall power consumption, therefore the Republic
is compelled to buy power resources abroad, mainly, in Russia. In the volume of imports their
quantity in terms of money would reach 60 per cent that constitutes about 2 bln USD and is
commensurable with the size of the state annual budget.

,,MaJor Avenues for Energy Policy in the Republic of Belarus before 2010" and the
Republican Programme "Energy Saving" approved by the Belarus Government in 1996
specified the ways of recourse from a fuel and energy crisis. The documents highlight the
following possibilities:

• using the energy saving potential available in the Republic;
• maximum involvement of local fuel resources and alternative renewable energy sources

in the power balance;
• upgrading the available and construction of new electrical power stations and boiler-

houses operated on an organic fuel through introducing up-to-date efficient gas-turbine
and steam-turbine plants;

• exploring the possibility of introducing a nuclear fuel energy source into the structure
of the electric power industry in the Republic.

The nuclear power industry is thus considered to be one of the possible ways for solving
the energy problems, which are nowadays intensively discussed through mass media. The
prospects of developing the fuel and energy park and the nuclear power in particular, are
subjected to various and sometimes contradictory comments.

One of the major arguments spoke out by nuclear power opponents is the Chernobyl
syndrome, which is incident to a significant portion of the population. The public opinion
regarding the prospects of developing the energy park and specifically the nuclear power in
the Republic of Belarus is of an apparent interest against the background of the energy problems
and the Chernobyl syndrome.

The sociological monitoring of the public opinion is carried out for revealing the attitude
of the population to the suggested ways of overcoming the energy crisis and the prospects of
developing the nuclear power industry in the Republic. During the period of 1995-1998 three
sociological studies were accomplished.
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The first sociological study was under-taken during August - September 1995. The extent
of poll sampling covered 999 individuals.

The question: "Should Belarus accept the project of constructing NPPT' was responded
in the following way: 40.9 per cent supported the idea, 39 per cent spoke against it and 19.2
per cent reacted with I am at a loss to answer at the moment". Therewith it appeared, that
89.1 per cent of the population regard their awareness on the issues of the nuclear power safety
as most insufficient; thus the study revealed the necessity of providing a steady bilateral
feedback scheme rather then just informing the population on the specified issues.
Monitoring the public opinion on the prospects of developing the nuclear power can prove
to be an efficient tool for developing such a link. One of the monitoring objectives should be
specifying authoritative categories of the population, whose position could decisively
influence the public opinion. The detailed polling of these categories in combination with
analysis of their attitude towards the issue in question could be helpful for working out a
further strategy of forming an adequate attitude among the population to the opportunity of
developing the nuclear power.

In subsequent sociological studies, which covered <<experts>> 1997) and mass media
professionals 1998) alongside with the general public, the efforts were focused on that
particular objective.

The second sociological study was conducted during September - November, 1997. The
poll covered general public and <experts>> while the latter implied the representatives of
scientific community, educationalists, managers of various levels etc.

At polling the general public the size of sampling made up 1048 individuals.
The public polls aong the population and experts have demonstrated the following responses:

- regarding the ways of providing electric power supply and energy sources the population
and experts almost equally supported the upgrading and construction of large power stations on an
organic fuel 37.5 per cent and 30.3 per cent respectively) as well as making an intensive use of local
and alternative energy sources 55.4 per cent and 51.2 per cent accordingly), but appeared to be in
discord with each other on estimation of the prospects of constructing a nuclear fuelled electric power
stations 17.3 per cent and 61.0 per cent, respectively )and the use of an energy saving potential 34.2
per cent and 53.9 percent, accordingly). Facing the alternative of nuclear power or organic fuels, local
energy sources and energy saving the general public give an obvious preference to the latter option,
that is quite natural in the post-Chemobyl situation, while the experts put the construction of NPP first.
This is confirmed by a growing support of construction NPP by the population (up to 28 per cent)
provided this project to be cost-effective, and up to 40 per cent if provided with data that a quarter
of the, electric power consumed in Belarus is generated by the NPP in the frontier countries. As we can
see the rating for support of the NPP construction is reaching the level of that in the first study;

in exploring the conditions, acceptable for general public and experts for rendering their
support to the NPP construction project, it appeared, that only every third among the population 33.8
per cent would support NPP construction under no conditions, and among the experts the convinced
opponents made up 13.8 per cent of the respondents. The rest could support the project provided it
met the requirements, basically associated with ensuring an accident-free operation of NPP and
safety of the population;

-in the context of providing information to the population a sharp rise in support
of a potential construction of NPP by the population calls for a special attention (from 17.3
percent to 40.7 percent); this rise is based on awareness that the quarter of the electric power
consumed in Belarus is generated at the NPP in the frontier countries, while the experts keep
rendering their support to NPP at whatever formulation of the question 68.5 per cent).
Therewith in the group of experts this opinion is expressed by power engineers 79.7 per
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cent), specialists in the field of technical and physico-mathematical sciences 68.2 per cent),
ecologists 56.4 per cent), scholars 53.8 per cent), state managers and economists 79.3 per
cent).

In continuation of monitoring the public opinion on solution of energy issues in Belarus and
possibility of developing nuclear power, the third sociological study was conducted autumn 1998
which polled both mass media professionals and general public.

In polling the population the size of sampling run up to 993 individuals.
In polling mass media professionals a special concern was given to embracing all related categories.
In total 151 questionnaire were analysed. Among the respondents 67.5 per cent made up
professionals involved in publishing, 32.5 per cent were TV and Radio Broadcasting specialists.

In general the public poll provided the results consistent with the data obtained the previous
studies. Polling the mass media professionals revealed their stiff and rather bellicose attitude to
possible construction of NPP. While aong the population only every third respondent can be
related to the convinced opponents of the NPP construction (that coincides fairly well with the results
of the previous studies) and among the experts such make up 13.8 per cent, then 60.3 per cent of
mass media respondents demonstrate a negative attitude towards the issue.
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Fig. The portion of respondents of various categories:
potentially ready to support and those who are unalterably opposed the construction of

NPP in Belarus
It is thus shown that such categories of the population as mass media professionals and the

experts have exact antipodes of opinion on the issue of possible construction of NPP and the extent of
their influence on shaping the public opinion calls for a urther study. At large the studies
undertaken indicate that in the period since 1995 up to 1998 the attitude of the population to the
possibility of constructing NPP has not changed essentially. Third of the population is unalterably
opposed the construction, while the rest are potentially ready to support it provided a number of
conditions, associated with the safety of the population and accident-free operation of NPP are
observed.
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